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Overview

• Is there moral content to our virtual actions?

• “It is this dichotomy between the real and the virtual that raises the question of 
whether an entirely virtual act—virtually murdering another player’s avatar—
constitutes a real moral wrong.” (Ryland 2019)

• No! Nothing in virtual spaces is real, so we can’t do wrong!
• Yes! Actions are just as wrong in virtual spaces as physical ones, and for the same 

reasons!
• Maybe! Sometimes! If some conditions are met!

• …
• But what are these conditions?



Structure

• The Gamer’s Dilemma

• Magic circles

• Murder!

• Real virtual wrongs



The Gamer’s Dilemma

• This talk isn’t about the Gamer’s Dilemma.
• Luck’s (2009) argument: inconsistent triad

• Virtual murder permissible

• Virtual murder & virtual child pornography 
morally equivalent

• Virtual child pornography is impermissible.



Who? What?

• The gamer’s dilemma focuses on 
acts by agents, against AI

• GTA – killing virtual prostitutes…

• I am concerned with 
interpersonal interactions in 
virtual spaces.



Why?

• Recent work in the area (Ryland, Ali) focuses on MMORPGs and claims 
that virtual murders in these contexts can be morally wrong.

• But in the games under consideration, all players have, at minimum, 
retroactive [resurrective] immortality.

• “Adversity is an opportunity for change” – Zenyatta

• Which makes discussion of *murder* tricky.





The Magic 
Circle “The arena, the card-table, the magic circle, 

the temple, the stage, the screen, the tennis 
court, the court of justice, etc., are all in form 
and function play-grounds, i.e. forbidden spots, 
isolated, hedged round, hallowed, within which 
special rules obtain. All are temporary worlds 
within ordinary world, dedicated to the 
performance of an act apart.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where I’m contractually obligated to mention Johann Huizinga, to establish the long pedigree of game studies and the enduring relationship between games and philosophy.



In virtual worlds?

• Game designers took this as a 
blueprint… if the game world is like 
this, how should the logic of the 
game function?

• Game theorists decided that the 
above was a functional 
description, not a design tool.

• But of course, as a description it is 
simply false…
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False?

• In-game, I’m an Orc. In-
person…

• According to magic circle 
accounts, within the 
gamespace, *I* exist only as 
Orc.

• And in the physical world, I 
leave my Orc self behind



Wrong-making features

• It is wrong for me, the Orc, to kill, iff the game specifies that it is wrong for 
me to kill.

• The real-world conception of murder has no purchase unless it is specified 
within this environment.

• But merely stipulating that what happens online, stays online, doesn’t 
make it so.

• The magic circle is permeable.



Actually…
• Taylor: “[t]o imagine we can segregate these things - game and non-

game, […] virtual and real - not only misunderstands our relationship with 
technology, but our relationship with culture” 

• Even if we want to buy the magic circle in single-player virtual worlds, 
once we enter into the MMORPG space, it is unsustainable.

• Actions now influence others, who are themselves in the physical world.



This shatters the magic circle

• What we do in these game spaces is now obviously 
interactive, and obviously not intended to be 
independent of the remainder of our lives.

• (Which is what Salen & Zimmerman intended all 
along… They want the magic circle as a tool for 
making sure games are internally consistent)



What makes virtual murder wrong?

• McCormick: Bad Sportsmanship – “if a virtual murder shows bad 
sportsmanship then it will violate the formula of humanity by treating a 
person as a mere means.” (But: claims this might just be bad, not wrong)

• Ali: Inappropriate Engagement – “using the game to roleplay immoral 
fantasies”

• Ryland: Exploitation – “if it violates the formula of humanity by treating the 
player controlling the victim as a mere means.”



Manifesting Wrongdoing

• How often are these conditions met?

• In World of Warcraft… never?

• At least, not without a lot of effort.
• Hacking into an account and permanently deleting a character

• + Making the deleted content non-recoverable.

• But these aren’t actions within the game state, they are external impositions.



Social Reality

• It is hard to commit murder in World of Warcraft.

• ‘killing’ of other player controlled characters (avatars) is acceptable.

• Some servers are designated ‘player vs. player’ environments, where there 
is a shared expectation that violent in game death is a possibility.  

• Other servers are designated ‘player vs. environment’.  In these spaces, 
susceptibility to attack is solely at the choice of the player in question.  

• In either environment, no wrong is done when one player attacks another. 



We were always coming 
back…

• Resurrective immortality, 
again.

• So how do we act virtually 
wrongly?



Ganking…

• Is not wrong because it is 
murder.

• It is avoidable in the initial 
stages of character creation

• It is built into the goals of the 
gamespace.

• Could become bullying…



Character Assassination

• Is wrong, but not uniquely so…

• Has effects both in the 
gamespace and in physical 
space

• That is, bleeds through the 
magic circle



Moral Theft

• One consequence of the gamespace is that it is possible to contract out 
of [some aspects of] standard morality…

• Theft is famously ok in EvE online.
• The anything-goes metagame is why people play.

• “It is not an exploit to remove assets belonging to a corporation if the access 
to the corporation assets was acquired through normal game mechanics.”



The System of the 
World
A wrong unique to online spaces:

Subversion of game mechanics. It is 
uniquely wrong just insofar as it enables 
people to cause harms, or to gain 
advantage, via changing the underlying 
conditions of the virtual environment. 

But of course, we are incapable of doing 
this in the physical world, as none of us 
have access to the means whereby to 
change the underlying structures of the 
world.



Rebalancing our moral scales

• [Virtual] murder is a trivial wrong
• Too much rides on *murder* even though the virtual act is more akin to 

physical minor inconveniencing.

• Using the term distracts us from important [virtual] wrongs.

• Stop talking about virtual murder.



Which virtual wrongs are real wrongs?

• Most importantly, the ones that can trivially be domain shifted from the 
physical to the virtual.

• Bullying, theft…

• And ones which are enabled by the existence of the virtual!
• Permadeath

• Least importantly… interpersonal [physical] violence.
• The severity of this wrongdoing in the physical has resulted in too much focus 

on it in the virtual context, despite the triviality of the virtual equivalent.



The difficulty of wrongdoing

• It is hard to commit distinctively virtual wrongs.
• Many of the obvious virtual wrongs are merely technologically mediated 

instances of physical world wrongs.

• Interpersonal harming is *much* harder in virtual spaces.
• And where it occurs it is the same as the above.
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